TERRA INCOGNITA!
The lure of discovering and exploring unknown lands has been with us
humans since we emerged from our
caves to wonder what lay over the horizon. Throughout history, epic journeys
have been made to fill in the blank
spots on the map, to tread on soil that
had never known the footprints of our
kind, to be the first to set eyes upon the
unknown.

365 percent, as gold and timber seekers poured in. During this decade the
population of Seattle had grown from
3,500 to 40,000. The Northwest was
changing fast—lowland forests were
falling in a thunderous orgy of logging,
and settlers were pushing further and
further up the river valleys, claiming as
their own the rich bottomlands beneath
the misty mountains.
But still, there was terra incognita.
The mighty Olympic Range, rising from the timber-dark depths of

of Seattle, made these mountains an
irresistible lure for exploration.
On October 23, 1889, the Seattle
Press published a call to mount an expedition of discovery, “a fine opportunity for some of the hardy citizens of
the Sound to acquire fame by unveiling the mystery which wraps the land
encircled by the snow-capped Olympic
range.” By early November, Edmond
Meany, city editor of the Seattle Press
received a letter in response from one
James H. Christie, offering to organize

AN ABUNDANCE OF GRIT AND MANLY VIM
the story of the Press Expedition of Exploration

Seattle Press Exploring Expedition, Seattle, Washington, December 6, 1889.
University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections, La Roche [10018]

As the nineteenth century was
winding down, the blank spots on the
map had been growing smaller at a remarkable rate, including in the Pacific
Northwest. The Washington Territory
was booming. From 1879 to 1889
the territory’s population had risen by
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the Olympic Peninsula, was the most
conspicuous of the unknown high
mountain country of the territory. Its
position, clearly visible from both the
waterways of Puget Sound (which
served as a primary transportation corridor in those days) and the new city

by John D’Onofrio
and lead an expedition to explore—and
to be the first to transect—the rugged
mountains. Christie’s offer was one
of many, but one of his qualifications
stood out: he had recently spent three
years exploring arctic Canada. In the
letter, Christie made it clear that, pro-

the next week, on Friday the thirviding the Press would agree to finance
teenth. An auspicious sign, perhaps.
the endeavor, he could be counted on
While the main party set to work
to achieve its goal of being the first to
improving an existing settler’s trail
cross the mountains, as he was a “man
that led from the
tried in all the vicissitudes of mountain,
The mighty Olympic Range, end of the road,
forest and plain life.”
rising from the timber-dark Barnes was sent to
Dungeness to proOn
November
depths
of
the
Olympic
cure a pair of mules,
11, Washington was
which were loaded
admitted into the
Peninsula, was the most
union as the forty-secconspicuous of the unknown with supplies using
packsaddles
ond state. Two weeks
high mountain country of the newly fashioned
later, Christie was in
Seattle meeting with
territory. Its position, clearly in Port Angeles for
the purpose. They
Meany and William
visible from both the
began up the now
E. Bailey, owner of the
waterways
of
Puget
Sound
...
“improved” trail in
Press. The enterprise
was given a name:
and the new city of Seattle, torrential rain. The
mules immediately
The Press Expedition
made these mountains
sank up to their
of Exploration. The
an irresistible lure
haunches in mud.
quest had begun.
The men unloaded
for exploration.
the hapless beasts
ROUGH SLEDDING
and proceeded to dig and pry them
from the quagmire, a herculean task.
The decision was made to launch
Once accomplished, the animals were
the expedition as soon as possible. The
reloaded—and promptly sunk back
fact that winter was fast approaching
into the mud. Unpack, dig, reload.
was deemed less important than the
Again, the mules floundered in the
need to thwart any rival attempts to be
muck, and both pack saddles broke.
the first across the Olympics that the
Finally the men carried the supplies
publicity generated by the Press might
themselves and led the mules through.
have inspired.
With so much gear, progress
Christie assembled his team with
was slow as the group shuttled loads
care. Captain Charles Barnes was an
from camp to camp, each foot of the
old friend and would serve as cartogroute traversed many times over. On
rapher and photographer. Dr. Harris
December 23 the rain changed to
Runnalls was enlisted as natural hissnow. From the outset, Christie had
torian. John Crumback was chosen to
been considering the feasibility of
be the expedition’s cook. Christopher
working their way up the Elwha in a
Hayes, a 22-year-old cowboy from
boat, encouraged by reports from Port
the Yakima Valley, and John Sims, an
Angeles residents who had assured
ex-British army officer, completed the
him that the river was navigable.
six-man band of explorers. According
With the setback of the snow, he now
to the Press, the group possessed “an
determined that the party should
abundance of grit and manly vim.”
construct the river craft. Unable to
By the first week of December,
use their mules, the members of the
the party had arrived at the then-tiny
expedition instead undertook the
village of Port Angeles. Equipped with
formidable task of dragging lumber
more than 1,500 pounds of food and
three miles through the swamp from
supplies, the six men (accompanied by
four dogs) headed into the mountains
continued >>>
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The men had no choice
... the swift current of the freezing Elwha made
but
to haul Gertie out of
the ranch of a settler at the end of the
the water and re-caulk her. their progress poling upriver exceedingly difficult
road. Christie described the effort as
By now the snow was al- and slow.... “The Elwha is quite a different stream
“very disagreeable work indeed.”
most four feet deep. With
On Christmas Eve, the snow beI find from the Elwha of common report.”
temperatures averaging five
gan to fall furiously. There was a foot
degrees below normal, the
on the ground by the time they started
observed in his journal. The men
winter of ‘89-90 was turning out to
constructing the raft. And with a thick
struggled in the icy river for two weeks,
be one for the record books—much of
coating of ice on the lumber, the men
nearly freezing to death. They succeedwhat
otherwise
would
have
been
rain
had to thaw each piece over a fire beed in advancing just four miles before
at their lower elevation, instead fell as
fore it could be hewn. Still, within a
admitting that the notion of poling up
snow.
week the boat, christened Gertie, was
the Elwha was not going to work. They
Not
until
January
11
was
Gertie
deemed finished. In a blinding snowabandoned Gertie on January 24 and
ready to be re-launched. Unfortunately,
storm they loaded the gear and supplies
resigned themselves to continuing on
the swift current of the freezing Elwha
and pushed Gertie out into the river.
snowshoes.
made their progress poling upriver exShe immediately began taking on water
To haul supplies, the men built
ceedingly difficult and slow. The men
“like a thirsty fish,” according to Barnes.
sledges, but these immediately sunk
were instead forced to attach
... the snow began to fall furiously. There was lines and enter the frigid wa- into the deep snow and by the time
a foot on the ground by the time they started ter to pull the craft upstream. they were a quarter mile up the trail,
they were abandoned. In frustration,
Elwha is quite a different
constructing the raft. And with a thick coating “The
Crumback took an axe to his.
stream I find from the Elwha
of ice on the lumber, the men had to thaw each of common report,” Christie,
a master of understatement,
piece over a fire before it could be hewn.
<<< PRESS, continued from previous page
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DECEPTION DIVIDE
More than a month into their
trip, the Press Expedition had barely
advanced past the last homesteader’s
cabins—only about seven miles from
the end of the road. Yet they continued
slowly on, struggling through chestdeep snow up the canyon of the Elwha,
again making exhausting shuttle trips
to move their voluminous supplies and
gear. To supplement their provisions
they fished in the Elwha and shot elk,
which were plentiful in the foothills.
Slowly they advanced up the river,
and in early March found themselves
climbing what is now known as The
Devil’s Backbone. At a particularly
precipitous ledge, one mule slid off and
fell 150 feet down the cliff face, only
coming to a stop when her packsaddle
became wedged between a rock and a
tree. Christie and Sims were lowered
on ropes to discover that the mule’s
back was broken. When they cut off
the packsaddle, she kept going down
the slope, bouncing off of rocks until
she disappeared in the brush at the bottom. The going got even harder after
they left the Elwha and turned up the
canyon of the Goldie River. Struggling,
the remaining mule finally, simply, laid
down. The men removed her halter and
left her, to “get her living as the elk do,”
according to Barnes.
The expedition pushed on, gaining
altitude as they approached the interior
of the mountains, where the trees were
stunted and buried in snow that now
reached depths of up to 15 feet. As they
ascended, the rumble of avalanches
echoed against the mountain walls,
causing considerable alarm among
the men. In desperation to gain some
speed, they lightened their load by
jettisoning some of the heavier gear—
axes, kettle, excess ammunition—and
they climbed higher, leaving the Goldie
River. Nonetheless, their progress was
still excruciatingly slow.

When they finally reached the crest of what they believed to be the divide, they
gazed down 2,000 feet to the other side. There was a river, alright, but it was
flowing northwest rather than southwest as they knew the Quinault flowed.
Gradually they realized what had happened—the “divide” was in fact a spur,
and the river below them was none other than the Elwha. “We had ... travelled
over 20 miles of the roughest country and through the most rugged canyon in the
mountains” ... “and have experienced 12 days of the hardest work of the trip,
only to find ourselves at the other horn of this crescent-shaped valley.”
May 1 found the Press Expedition
at the base of what they presumed to
be the final ascent to the crest of the
Olympic Range. They tossed out more
gear, culling their dwindling provisions
to what each man could carry on his
back, a risky proposition as there had
been no game sighted for some time
and their food supplies were running
dangerously low.
As dawn broke, they began to
climb, ascending the steepest terrain
of the trip thus far. When they finally

reached the crest of what they believed
to be the divide, they gazed down
2,000 feet to the other side. There was a
river, alright, but it was flowing northwest rather than southwest as they
knew the Quinault flowed. Gradually
they realized what had happened—the
“divide” was in fact a spur, and the
river below them was none other than
the Elwha. “We had ... travelled over
20 miles of the roughest country and
through the most rugged canyon in
the mountains,” Barnes noted in his
continued >>>
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journal, “and have experienced 12 days
of the hardest work of the trip, only to
find ourselves at the other horn of this
crescent-shaped valley.”
With all the setbacks and calamities, it is difficult to imagine the extent
of their frustration. But there was nothing for it but to descend from what they
named Deception Divide down to the
Elwha again and climb up the other
side. Their provisions nearly exhausted,
they made flour soup and regrouped.
On May 4, they reached the top of
what is known today as Low Divide and
continued past two small lakes (Mary
and Margaret) where they mercifully
stumbled upon a bear coming out of
hibernation, which Christie dispatched
with his rifle. The men feasted, melting fat in frying pans and drinking the
grease—their energy and lives extended
for a little while longer.

TROUBLED WATERS
Downhill, at last! The Press
Expedition was now descending into
the valley of the Quinault, which
Christie described as “one continuous
long waterfall.” They would follow the
river to the western side of the mountains. As they progressed, they were
heartened to encounter places where
bare ground was emerging from the
snow, and soon they were following elk
trails again. Rejuvenated by fresh meat
cooking over their fires, they pushed on
through the dense, wet underbrush beside the river on the western edge of the
range and, on May 17, were delighted
to reach a bit of clearing and an empty
trapper’s cabin. They were nearing Lake
Quinault.
Fighting the brush beside the river
seemed an unpalatable proposition,
so Christie determined that the men
should build a raft to float down the

river instead. The next day while constructing their raft, they encountered
the first human being that they had
seen in many months, a settler named
F.S. Antrim, accompanied by two
Indian guides, in a canoe. Antrim told
Christie that the lake was eight miles
downstream, and when Christie explained that their intention was to raft
down the river, the Indians indicated
this was inadvisable.
But five months of trudging slowly
in the mountains had taken their toll,
and the men were bone-weary. So they
finished their raft, loaded their remaining gear and launched themselves into
the swift current. Almost immediately,
they rounded a bend in the river and
saw the channel obstructed by a massive logjam dead ahead. The raft, carried by the surging water, hit the logs
with such force that the men were
pitched into the rapids. Miraculously,
they all managed to reach the banks

of the river, although not all on the
same side. Except for one pack and the
clothes on their backs, everything was
lost—all their food, specimens, guns,
ammunition and fishing gear. Luckily,
the one pack that they were able to save
contained their journals, film and the

The raft, carried by the surging water,
hit the logs with such force that the
men were pitched into the rapids.
maps that they had been meticulously
making.
Separated as they were by the
expansive body of water, the men
walked beside the Quinault, checking
each other’s progress as they went. As
evening fell, they endured one last bivouac, on opposing banks, in the rain,
with just threadbare blankets.
In the morning Antrim and his
two companions paddled up in his
big canoe and soon all members of

the expedition (and
their dogs) were floating
down the river, skillfully
guided around countless
obstacles by the Indians.
One can imagine the joy
that the party must have
felt when the overloaded
canoe reached the placid
and relatively civilized
waters of Lake Quinault.
Settlers’ cabins dotted the
Members of the Press expedition at the end of their trans Olympic Mountain
lakeshore and the men
trek, in Aberdeen, Washington, on 21 May 1890. From left to right are Sims,
enjoyed a feast of ham,
Barnes, Crumback (kneeling), Christie and Hayes (courtesy National Parks
Service, Mrs. Pierre Barnes & Mrs. Mary Buell).
salmon, potatoes, biscuits
and coffee.
SUGGESTED READING
After nearly six months in the
• For a full account of the Press Expedition’s
exploits and calamities, read Across the Olymmountains, The Press Expedition of
pic Mountains: The Press Expedition, 1889-90 by
Exploration had completed the first
Robert L. Wood (The Mountaineers Books and
traverse of the Olympic Range.
University of Washington Press).

TREAT

• A recent work of fiction by Bainbridge
Island author Jonathan Evison, West of Here
(Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill), incorporates
the quest of the Press Expedition within its
contemporary narrative.
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